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Meetings held at the Ermington Community Hall, River Road, Ermington, NSW 2115 on the 3rd
Wednesday of the Month. No Meeting for Dec. And Jan. All Visitors Welcomed
Editor : See Ting Ho email :stho@optusnet.com.au

15th February 2017 – Our First meeting of the
Year. Growing Competition – those who are taking
part…please bring your plants for assessment.

Dr. Jane Wright and David Judge, our Canberra members will
be giving a talk on Maudiae Paphs. She will be bring plants
and books for the sales table. See separate listing of
books available.

15th March 2017 – Gary Hart on “How I grow
Paphiopedilum”.
19th April 2017 – Unfortunately the Hall has been
booked out. It is planned to hold a meeting this
month, possibly on a weekend. More information
to come.

MEMBERSHIP FEE DUE FOR 2017
Single $20
Couple $25
Please Note : If you join the Society in August 2016 or later…you do not need to renew your
membership until 2018.
Renewal can be made at the meeting to the Treasurer.
If sending payment make payment to:- Paphiopedilum
Society of NSW and send to Secretary, 16 Flide St.,
Caringbah. NSW 2229
EFT :BSB :- 032-090 , Account Number:- 828552 Westpac
Chatswood NSW. Important that you enter your name
in the ‘Description on Recipient’s Statement’

Growing Competition.
Those who are taking part in the Growing Competition,
please bring your plant to the February meeting for
assessment. Upon arrival, place your plant with your plant
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number (supplied) on the pot and bench it.
LIST OF BOOKS FOR SALE AT FEBRUARY MEETING
Author
Birk, Lance A.
Sessler, Gloria Jean
Withner, Carl L.
Cribb, Phillip
Cribb, Phillip
Stewart, Joyce
Averyanov et al
Taiwan Paph Society
Taiwan Paph Society
Taiwan Paph Society
Wen-Huei Chen & Hong-Hwa
Chen

Title
The Paphiopedilum Grower's Manual
Orchids and how to grow them
The Orchids A scientific survey
Slipper Orchids of Borneo
The Genus Paphiopedilum [2nd
edition]
Manual of Orchids
Slipper Orchids of Vietnam
Paphiopedilum in Taiwan II
Paphiopedilum in Taiwan III
Paphiopedilum in Taiwan IV

Year
2004
1978
1959
1997

Price

1998
1995
2003
1999
2003
2006

$120
$15
$50
$75
$75
$75

Orchid Biotechnology

2007

$100

$40
$15
$60
$20

Below are 3 Logo designed by Ken Siew which has been adopted as the Society’s Official Logo.

This section is for you – the members. If you are looking for a particular plant (Paphs of course), have
some growing issue and need advice or you just want to share some pictures or ideas you have, just email
the information to the Editor.
There being no Benching Results this month, a number of our members has provided pictures of their Paphs
in flower in the month of December and January. We do not have our monthly meeting these two months, so
it is always interesting to know what is flowering and where....

From John and Marie Bartlett from NSW Central Coast

Paph. Robinianum

Paph. Saint Swithin

Paph. Charles Sladden

Paph. Julius

Paph. Lynleigh Koopowitz

From David Judge in Canberra

Paph. wenshanense

Paph. Lady Isobel

Paph. delenatii

Paph. rothschildianum

Paph. lawrenceanum

Paph. delenatii

Paph. tonsum

Paph. Lady Isobel

From Jonathon Clark, Five Dock NSW

Paph. Armeni White

Paph. parishii

Paph. urbanianum

From Jorn Villen,Berowra Heights NSW

Paph. Clifton Booth

Paph. delenatii

From Gary Hart, Sutherland NSW

Paph. Bel Royal

Paph. Saint Swithin ‘Thomas’

Paph. Eerie Flame

From See Ting Ho, Sutherland Shire NSW

Paph. Hsinying Lime -Seedling

Paph. Angel Hair - Seedling

Paph superbiens var curtisii - seedling

Paph.Shin-Yi Sanders x sanderianum
-Seedling

Paph. Sabatino

Paph. Wössner China Moon -Seedling

From Nicky Zurcher, Adelaide (Commercial Grower)

Growing Tips for the Month

THIS MONTH WITH MY SLIPPERS - FEBRUARY
February can still be very hot in Sydney so keeping your plants cool is probably still the most pressing issue.
Use the methods I outlined last month (shade and misting), unfortunately the humidity is usually higher so the
misting is not as effective, however it still works.
Here are a couple of tips in using shade cloth to keep your greenhouse cool.
1) If you have the option, always put the cloth on the outside rather than the inside of the greenhouse.
To put it simply, a greenhouse works by being an energy trap. It allows radiation from the sun to
enter and then traps any re-radiated longwave radiation (heat). If you put your shade on the inside
you are allowing 100% of the sun’s radiation in and trapping the re-radiated heat from that amount
of energy. If you place your cloth on the outside only a percentage of the sun’s energy can enter and
hence only a percentage of the heat is trapped.
2) Use white or very pale colour shade cloth. The colour does not change the amount of light
transmitted through the cloth, but pale colours will reflect a lot of the energy that strikes the actual
material, whereas a dark colour will absorb a lot of that energy and re-radiate it as heat.
Getting back to what I am doing this month. In February I take off the 50% layer of shade cloth (leaving 3
layers of 70%) and only re apply it on days when the Sydney temperature is predicted to be above thirty
degrees.
I am still watering when required and it still usually works out at about twice a week, but does vary with the
weather.
I am fertilizing once a week at 400ppm but have changed from Peter’s Cal-Mag Grower to Peter’s Cal-Mag
Finisher, which has a little less nitrogen and a little more potassium. Hopefully this will help with flowering,
the first indications of which should be happening soon.
I am continuing with my plan to not spray Mancozeb as a preventative fungicide this summer. So far I have
only seen two spots of anthracnose which I have treated topically. So far so good. If your conditions are too
humid, with not enough air movement anthracnose can be a problem and I would recommend regular
spraying with Mancozeb.
I have been seeing a few of the large grasshoppers around lately. These beasties can be very destructive. They
are usually disturbed from the foliage when watering, which is one of the many advantages of hand watering.
They can also be found at night chewing on a flower. Best control is to catch them and squash them
immediately. Be careful they can give you a nip.
Until next month stay cool,
Rod Nurten
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Spike Hunting by See Ting Ho
The most exciting time after you have grown a seedling on for many years, or you have purchased a flowering
size plant...is the expectation of its flowering first time for you. Often all this wait can come with a
disappointment when you find that the bud had dampen off or aborted...and it is back to the drawing board
with a few more years of waiting.
Here is some help for you on how to recognise your plant is in its initial stage of flowering and what you can
then do to prevent the abortion or damping off of the new spike.
The initial stage of a paphiopedilum flowering is the emergence of a flower sheath. The sheath covers the
bud(s) and below it will be the flower stem as it developes. You will need to learn how to differentiate the
difference between a new leaf growth and that of a sheath. So..here are some guide to help you.
The first thing to learn is to find out roughly when its flowering season is. Flowering season can vary from
place to place and also under what condition you are growing...with high heating to maintain a high minimum
temperature or no heating at all. You will soon work out for yourself what will come into flowering season at
your place. The next step is than to find and confirm which of your plant is initiating a spike....and how to
care for it. So..here are some methods you can try.

Prior to the emergence of the flower sheath, the best way to
check is..place your thumb and finger tip on the base of the
plant as shown in the picture on the left. With a little bit
experience...you will soon find that if a flower spike is
going to appear...you will feel a swelling. The swelling is
the bud forming and at this early stage..you will still not be
able to see the sheath appearing at all. The position of the
swelling will slowly move upward as the sheath pushes
upwards and eventually become visible.

Picture on the left shows the emergence of a leaf.
You will see this split that opens up very early in its
development, wherest a sheath will not show this split.
This part of the leaf will be either vertical or slightly
concave, wherest a sheath will be convex.

Picture on the left shows the emergence of a flower sheath.
Note there is no split in the sheath in this early stage of
development and note the convex edges. If you place your
finger and thumb like before where the sheath is, you will feel
the swelling. The swelling is the bud.

Picture on the left gives you an eye level view of the
sheath...note the shape. Often the sheath will also show
colouration like this one. However this is not in every
case...especially the albanistic types which naturally do not
show this type of colouration.

If you have the disappointment of noticing that the new
development is a leaf....often this leaf will not grow further and
out emerge the sheath. You can see this in this picture on the
left. Note that the new sheath is only green....that is because
this plant is an albanistic type.

As time goes by...the flower stem pushes the sheath
up....with the sheath still protecting the bud. Some type of
Paphs will have the sheath stay there for a long while after
emergence, sometime up to 4-5 month before they start to
show the flower stem. Others will just continue to grow and
flower within a few months.

Why is it important to recognise this flower production at a early stage? Often when you overhead water the
plant, water will sit in the crown and this is the most usual cause of damping off of the flower buds. It is
important that you do not let the water sit in the crown of the plant for extended time. If water remains...dry it
out with a tissue paper. If water remains for an extended amount of time, it may cause the sheath will turn
brown from damping off and a flowering season is wasted and it may be quite a few years before you flower

it again. Once the flower spike is extended...then the bud will be quite safe from damping off. If you have a
small collection...you could manage just to water the potting media only and prevent damping off of the buds.
Unfortunately in a big collection...watering each pot individually will simply take too much time....and is not
practical... In my collection...what I do is upon finding any in Sheath...I will move these plants into a section
of its own...then water them pot by pot. It is still a time consuming exercise....as I can have up to 100 in
sheath at any one time. I try to water early in the morning, turn the fan speed on its highest speed and hope
that will dry the plant up in time for night fall. I find that damping off in summer is not as frequent as the
plants does dry out quickly...the problem time is the cold winter days.
Good growing.
Note : At my place, the Complexes are now showing its sheath so start looking for them. Paph henryanum
and Paph helenae are also showing its sheath. My Maudiae type seems to be flowering all year round and
currently are having another flushs of flowers. I find that with the Parvisepalum...you will start find them in
sheath also...however this will sit there for a long time and will only start to flower in later winter to early
spring. Keep Hunting!!!

